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170 5. Behavior Economics Guide 2016 IV Thanks Editors want to thank Cristiano Codagnone, Tim Gohmann, Andreas Haberl andRogerMilesfor for their helpful feedback, and Varun Gauri and Richard Thaler for allowing them to reprint the original English versions of Q&amp;As. Special thanks to Gerd Gigerenzer for writing the introduction to this edition. I am grateful for the support of behavioural architects, behavioural science laboratories, Berkeley Research Group, Decision Technology, FehrAdvice &amp;
Partners, Ogilvy Change, Yale Centre for Customer Understanding, City University London, London School of Economics and Political Science and the University of Warwick. 6. Behavior Economics Guide 2016 V ABOUT Taking Heuristics Seriously Gerd Gigerenzer A major retailer regularly sends special offers and categories to previous customers. However, un-focused bulk mailings are expensive - and annoying for recipients who don't care more about products from the company, sometimes voice their
complaints in online reviews. As a result, retailers are keen to target offers at active customers who are likely to make future purchases, as opposed to those who are inactive. With a database with tens of thousands of buyers, how can the marketing department distinguish activity from inactive customers? Conventional wisdom is to solve a complex problem using a complex method. One such method is the Pareto/NBD model featured in marketing research, in whichNBDstandsforsthe negative binomial
coordination. Readers who are in marketing may be familiar with it; for others, it's enough to say that the model tries to estimate purchase rates, drop-out rates and other factors from past data and provides exactly what companies want – the probability that customers are still active. Therefore, we can expect that every reasonable manager applies this or similar analysis model. But that's not the case. Instead, experienced managers often rely on simple rules. For example, the manager of a global airline uses a
rule based on a customer's last purchase (interruption rule): If the customer doesn't make a purchase for nine months or more, type they are inactive, otherwise are active. Such rules that ignore part of the available information are called heuristics. The rule of interruption pay attention only to one good reason, the re-purchase and ignore the rest - how much the customer bought, the time between purchases and everything else complicated as Pareto / NDB carefully scrutinized and digested. No fancy statistical
software is needed. For some behavioural economists, using heuristics seems naïve, even ludicrous. Annoyed by managers refusing to adopt complex models, Markus Wübben and FlorianvonWangenheim, two professors of business administration, tested both interruption rules and Pareto/NBD models. Taking an airline, a clothing retailer, and an online CD retailer, they studied how many times the Pareto/NBD model and heuristic interruptions correctly predicted which previous customers would make
purchases in the future. The results were not as they expected (Figure 1). For airlines, the rule of interruption predicts 77% of customers correctly, while complex models are only 74% correct. For apparel retailers, the difference is even greater, 83% vs. 75%. Finally, for online CD retailers, whose managers use a 6-month hiatus, the exact number of predictions mounts. More data, more analysis and more estimates don't lead to better predictions – on average, the simple heuristic that managers use appears first.
Recently, a dozen other companies have been tested, with similar results. 7. Guiding Economic Behavior 2016 VI Figure 1: Less. Simple rules of interruption predict average customer behavior better than the complex Pareto/NBD model. In the uncertain world, simple heuristics can predict more accurately than complex, tweaked models. The phenomenon illustrated in Figure 1 is called less effective: Although complex models have more information than sophisticated calculations and calculations, heuristic still
make better predictions and less effort. The less effect is nothing new. They were observed in the first work of Robin Dawes and Robin Hogarth, who pointed out that linear rules with simple weights can do well as well or better than a multiple recess with fine-tuned beta weight. Interestingly, most of the textbooks in econometrics do not mention well-established results, even in chapters that deal with predictive accuracy. To understand in more detail how and why heuristics function, I had
systematicstudiedtheiruse by individuals and organizations. Much of this research has been conducted at the Max Planck Institute for Human Development by my group of PhD students, postdocs and interdisciplinary researchers, from which I have learned a lot. We were surprised more than once by the power of simplicity. To give you a clearer idea of what heuristics are, here are a few other examples. To catch a baseball, instead of trying to calculate its trajectory, outfielders rely on heuristic looks, fixating their
look on the ball and adjusting their running speed so that the viewing angle remains constant. Dogs use the same heuristic to catch a Frisbee by keeping the optical angle constant while running. The pilots of US Airways Flight 1549 that saved the lives of 155 people in Miracle on the Hudson relied on a version of this heuristic to determine if they could make it back to the airport after colliding with a flock of geese. Amateur players are required to specify the recognized last name of all test players in Wimbledon
men's singles matches, and this information is used to predict the winner. Wins. a winning team or player based entirely on name recognition - heuristic recognition - turns out to be exactly equal to or better than the ATP rankings and the seeds of Wimbledon professionals. Doctors use simple decision plants for 8. The 2016 VII Behavioural Economic Guidelines for various purposes, such as to decide whether to send the patient to the coronary care unit, infer whether the patient is HIV-infected, or determine if the
patient's ankle needs an X-ray. In all these situations, simple heuristics are relied upon to solve complex problems. Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky should be congratulated for promoting the concept of heuristics in psychology and economic behavior. However, in their heuristics-and-biases program, unfortunate heuristics have become associated with bias and systematic errors. Otherwise, economists working in this tradition tell us that people are not only irrational, but also predictable absurd; that they use
heuristics that lead to systematic blunders; that they are notoriously over-confident; and that the impulsive, intuitive part of their brain (System 1) fools them into making decisions faster than taking the time to make slow but reliable calculations. In other words, people rely on heuristics because they lack reasonableness or, more politely, because using a heuristic savings effort at the cost of a loss in accuracy. That's called precision-off trade-off efforts, which are often taken for granted as if it were a general rule of
nature. But as customer research illustrates, an experimental experiment calls this assumption into question. A trade-off between accuracy and effort takes place in risky situations, but is not necessary in uncertain situations. The difference between risk and uncertainty has been highlighted by Hayek, Keynes, Knight, Simon, and others, but has been lowered in neoclassical economics. I use the term risk for situations where we know all the alternatives, the consequences and their probability for sure. If you are
set to play roulette in a casino tonight, you will face a risky situation because you can calculate how much you can expect to lose in the long run. When risks can be calculated, heuristics are an inferior strategy than refined probability models. In uncertain situations, on the contrary, not everything is known for sure. The most important decisions that we face are made under fundamental uncertainty: what medical treatment to follow, who to marry, where to invest money. Similarly, managers in airlines and retail
businesses have to deal with uncertainty - customer preferences can change for unforeseen reasons. In the This probability model is insufficient and heuristicsareneeded. Underrisk, it pays to tweak an algorithm so that past samples of data are available because the world is known and stable, which means the future is like the past. Under uncertainty, in which the future cannot be easily fores fores foresiwarned, too much tweaking on past databases may the result is very distorted as it requires overfitting the
past. The Pareto /NBD model illustrates this danger. The important point is that when dealing with risks one should rely on probability theory and optimization; with uncertainty one should rely on heuristics and simplify. Risk and uncertainty are just the extremes of a continuity: most of the problems we deal with are a mixed bag, there are a few consequences that we can calculate and others are uncertain. There is a mathematical principle to understand this continuity between risk and uncertainty. It also helps to
analyze when using less information and effort is amoreeffectiveivestrategy, and when the opposite holds, that is, when complex estimates pay. It goes by the name of bias-erroneous dilemma and is well-known in machine learning but less so in behavioural economics. The equation is: total error = (bias) 2 + erroneous + ε. This is not the place to delve into mathematics, but an analogy will make the point. Look at the darts in Figure 2. Ms Bias, who plays on the left, shows systematic bias by repeatedly throwing
too low and too much on the right side of the bull's eye. A bias here is defined as the distance between the bull's eye and the average dart position. At 9:00. Guiding the 2016 behavioural economy VIII at the same time, she showed little transformation in her throws, as seen by the fact that all darts end tightly together. This transformation is called erroneous, that is, the erdation of individuals thrown around their means. Now consider Mr. Variance, there are darts landing on the right dart. His throws showed
unsymticed; Darts line up precisely around the cow's eyes. However, he showed significant differences in his throwing. As one can see, despite her systematic bias, Ms. Bias scores better than Mr. Variance. Figure 2: Visually describes two errors in prediction, bias, and erroneousness. The eye represents the truly unknown value predicted. Each dart represents a predictive value, based on different random information patterns. Bias is the distance between the bull's eye and the average dart position; erroneous
is the transformation of the individual darts around their means. The dart analogy helps to create one thing in common. In anticipation, just like in darts, the total number of errors has two sources, bias and erroneously. Each dart corresponds to an estimate made from a random sample. Each estimate is further refined into a specific template, which is what a complex model does, the more the result will vary from one sample to another. That increases erroneously. A heuristic with fixed parameters - such as the
rule of interruption, which establishes a fixed interruption of x months to identify a future client - has no erroneous but only bias. It corresponds to the dart on the left, but with all the darts landing on the same position. A complex model as the Pareto/NBD model is likely to have a smaller bias but its tweaking creates duetovariance errors, as illustrated by the dartboard on the right. Must. overly sensitive to the properties of a particular sample (also known as overfitting). The larger the sample and the smaller the
number of free parameters, the lower the error due to erroneously. That should be enough to give you a general idea of why and when less is more. To make good decisions under uncertainty, one needs to make a trade-off between bias and erroneously, that is, between considering too little and too much information. In other words, one needs to follow Einstein's recommendation to make things as simple as possible, but not simpler - in this case by ignoring part of the information. In my view, behavioural
economics can profit from a review of some of its basic assumptions. 10. Behavior Economics Guide 2016 IX Here are a few thoughts. 1. Take Heuristics Seriously Herbert Simon, one of the founders of behavioural economics, argues that heuristics are reasonable tools in uncertain situations. In AI, heuristics are used to make computers smart, but in some corners of behavioral economics, heuristics are still considered the reason why people are not smart. Catch phrases are that heuristics are sometimes useful
but often lead to serious errors. It's such a fact that it can't be wrong. But the same truism applies to all complex models, from Pareto/NBD to multiple recess to Bayes. The fact that complex, fine-tuning algorithms tend to fail in uncertain situations should be a take-home message from the last financial war, where ratings, risk weighted measures and risk value calculations fail. Tweaking can make a system fragile and at the same time create the illusion of certainty. Harry Markowitz has been awarded the Nobel
Prize in Economics for his erroneous mean portfolio. When he makes his own investments for retirement, hepresumably using his optimization method, wouldn't you think? In fact, he used a simple heuristic called 1/N: distribute your money equally on the N. Robert Merton option, by contrast, stuck with his fine-tuning optimization technique, which worked well until the disastrous outcome of Long Term Capital Management was historic. To rethink behavioural economics, we need to bury negative rhetoric about
heuristics and false assumptions that complexity is always better. The point I want to make here is not that heuristics are always better than complex methods. Instead, I encourage researchers to help work out the exact conditions under which a heuristic is capable of performing better or worse than some refined optimization method. First, we need to identify and study in detail the repertoire of heuristics that individuals and organizations rely on, which can be considered a box of cognitive tools. This program is
called adaptive and described toolbox analysis in its nature. Secondly, we need to analyze the environment or conditions under which a certain (or complex) heuristic model is likely to succeed and fail. This second time called research on the ecological reasonableity of heuristics (or complex patterns), is regulated in nature. For example, based on a good reason, such as the rule of interruption, it is likely to be ecologically reasonable if other reasons have a relatively small weight, if the sample size is small and if
the customer's behavior is unstable. Such a systematic study needs to be informed by two methodology principles. Prediction, inconsistent with data. As customer research illustrates, a model should be evaluated on the basis of its ability to make accurate predictions, inconsistent with past data. Evaluations can be carried out by cross-confirmation or other means. Inserting data means less in itself, because R 2 in fits can always be increased by adding more parameters. Consistent data corresponds to hindsight,
foresmary prediction. Competitive testing, not null hypothesis testing. A model should be tested againstcompetingmodels, as shown in Figure 1, and not simply by determining whether its performance is significantly better than the opportunity. Both principles should become the norm in behavioural economics. 11. 2016 X2 BehaviorAl Economic Guide. Let's not be sure Seriously I am currently working with the Bank of England on a program called simple heuristics for asafer world finance. In the majority of banks,
including banking regulations, the belief persists (i) that complex problems always require complex solutions, and (ii) that these solutions can be formed in development methods for risky situations, as opposed to uncertainty. And when an existing legal framework doesn't work, then the idea is to make it more complicated. For example, the 1988 Basel I financial legal framework is 30 pages long; basel II revision frame in 2004 filled 347 pages; and its 2010 successor, Basel III, came in at 616pages. The cost of
this steadily rising regulatory tower is not trivial. To comply with Basel III requirements and maintain documents, a medium-sized European bank (with total assets over 1 billion euros) needs to fund about 200 full-time jobs. These costs will be justified if future financial crises are therefore prevented. However, that does not appear likely. For example, to estimate their risks, banks still rely on the same estimate of blocked risk value and - in the words of Nassim Taleb - have missed every Black Swan. Today, a
large bank must estimate thousands of risk parameters and, because they depend, an a ceding matrix in the order of millions. These estimates are based on consistent historical patterns, in which the amount to significant conjecture borders astrology. The size of the error due to erroneously is unknown but perhaps astronomical. In addition, because banks are allowed to use their own internal models to create this estimate, they can rotate and tinker with the results in the direction they want, that is, towards
smaller capital requirements. As a result of this unnecessary complexity and and regulations, today's financial system does not seem to be better protected from the crisis. Mervyn King, the former governor of the Bank of England, argues in favour of a simple leverage ratio, such as 10-1, to make the financial system safer. In our work, we have shown that for the world's most complex banks, simple unweighted measures can predict bank failure better than complex theusual weighted risk measures. This result
contradicts current risk-sensitive doctrines, which focus on reducing bias but forgetting the huge estimated error arising from over-equipping past data, i.c. erroneously. In 2012, Andy Haldane, then Director of Financial Stability at the Bank of England, devoted his Jackson Hole Talk (at the annual meeting of central banks) to heuristics, argued that the refined complexity of the models was part of the problem, not the solution. 3. Beware bias Bias In some corners of behavior economics, researchers collect lists of
people's biases,175ofsà is featured on Wikipedia. According to the Economist, people are wrong thinker, lazy, stupid, greedy and weak. According to Newsweek, we are woefully muddled information handles who often stumble along ill-chosen shortcuts to reach bad conclusions. In their book Nudge, Thaler and Sunstein jokingly compare us to Homer Simpson, a bumbling-prone stupidity character, to justify government fatherhood protecting us from ourselves. As you probably know, this is not my view of people.
We've had a lot of paternity, including excessive oversight, and certainly no more in the 21st century. Bias is a tendency to diagnose prejudice in others without seriously examining whether a problem actually exists. In the decisive study, a bias is defined as asystematicdeviationfrom (what 12. The 2016 Behavioural Economic Guide XI is said to be) reasonable choice, which often means that people are eager to add and collect all the information before making a decision. In the unlikely event of an experimental
analysis, managers who rely on heuristic interruptions will be diagnosed as having committed some prejudice: they do not pay attention to other customer attributes, let alone to theweightofthtributesand their dependence. Their stubborn refusal to perform extensive calculations can be labeled as misleading interruptions - and provide the entry number 176 in the Wikipedia list. However, many people, including professionals, do not add and weigh most of the time, and their uncertain behavior is unreasonable. As
the bias-erevity dilemma suggests, ignoring some information can help reduce errors from ereviation – errors arising from refined estimates generated primarily Noise. Therefore, a certain amount of bias can aid in making better decisions. Bias blinds us to the benefits of simplicity and also prevents us from carefully analyzing what reasonable behavior in a certain situation really is. I, along with others, have shown that many a few of the items on the Wikipedia list have been deemed reasoningerrorsonthebasis of
a narrow idea of reasonableness and instead they can be easily justified as smart actions (Gigerenzer et al., 2012). Take-home message: If you are dealing with a risky situation in which all the consequences and probabilities are known and where the future is like the past, then look for fine-tuned solutions such as complex optimization techniques. However, if you are dealing with uncertain situations, then look for solutions powerful enough, including simple heuristics. Takeheuristics seriously, take uncertainty
seriously, and beware of bias. Here are three steps to reconsidering behavioural economics. Brighton References, H., &amp; Gigerenzer, G. (2015). Bias. Journal of Business Studies, 68, 1772–1784. Gigerenzer, G. (2015). Simply reasonable: Make decisions in the real world. NewYork:OxfordUniversity Press. Gigerenzer, G., Fiedler, K., &amp; Olsson, H. (2012). Reconsidering cognitive prejudices is environmental consequences. In P.M. Todd, G. Gigerenzer, &amp; ABC Research Group, Ecological Reason:
Intelligence in the World (pages 80-110). New York: Oxford University Press. Gigerenzer, G., Hertwig, R., &amp; Pachur, T. (Eds.) (2011). Heuristics: The foundation of adapted behavior. New York: Oxford University Press. Haldane, A. (2012, Aug. and the bee Frisbee. The speech was held at the 36th Economic Policy Conference of the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, Jackson Hole, WY. Taken from Wübben, M. &amp; von Wangenheim, F. (2008). Instant customer base analysis: Management heuristics
often get it right. Marketing Magazine, 72, 82-93. 13. Behavioural Economics Guide 2016 1 PART 1 - BEHAVIOR ECONOMICS EDITOR in Perspective Alain Samson (alain@behavioraleconomics.com) Behavioural Economics in 2016 Since the publication of last year's edition of the Guidelines on Behavioural Economics (BE), behavioural science has continued to exert its influence in various areas of scholarship and practical applications. The host of The Guide, behavioraleconomics.com, has grown to become
a popular online center for ideas and behavior science resources. Our new domain blog publishes articles from scholars and athletes alike, reflecting a wide range of areas in which be ideas are created and used. We recently launched a new behavior science job board that allows employers to advertise open positions and job finder upload their resumes. Our linked LinkedIn network, the Behavior Economics Group, surpassed the 25,000-member mark by the end of 2015. Be Guides 2014 and 2015 have
become a very popular download and serve as an educational tool, a resource and inspiration for those in a academy, business and public policy. previous versions of Be Guide focused on BE theory (2014) and behavior science practice (2015). The purpose of this year's issue is to provide differing perspectives on the field and novels This editorial1 provides a selection of recent (often important) thoughts around behavior economics research and applications. &amp;Next is Q&amp; As with Richard Thaler and
Varun Gauri. The next section offers a variety of absorbing contributions from authors working in applied behavior science. The final section includes a further encyclopedia of BE (and related) concepts, a new list of behavior science events, more post-university programs, and a larger selection of journals, reflecting the development of the field and our ongoing efforts to compile relevant information. Generalizability and Replicability in Psychology and Economics Due to their broad and compelling connection,
publications on research methods and metascience often have a huge impact in academics. Since the final version of be guide, there have been some promising articles on general ability and ability to respond in both psychology and economics. An interesting meta-analysis in economics, by Daniel Herbst 1 It would be quite arrogant of me (or at least very ambitious) to try to look at a systematic or comprehensive of theoretical trends in BE that have emerged since the last published BE Guide. If you want to
update the latest academic theory, I recommend browsing the recent issue ofrelevantacademicjournals (seeJournals section in this Guide), new publications listed in the leading economists and profile psychologists' GoogleScholar (DanAriely, Colin Camerer, Ernst Fehr, Gerd Gigerenzer, Daniel Kahneman, George Loewenstein , MatthewRabin, andRichardThaler, to name a few), or highlights from recent events Many popular sources ofideas include various great blogs (Behavioraleconomics.com Blog, Dan
Ariely's Blog, Decision Science News, Evonomics, Marginal Revolution, Misbehaving Blog, Psychology Today, and Stirling Behavior Science Blog, to name a few). 14. Behavioral Economic Guidance 2016 2 and Alexandre Mas (2015), examined productivity spill efficiency - the extent to which employee productivity affects employee productivity. The results show that laboratory studies in this particular field of study generalize dosing very well for field studies ('real world'). Gary Charness and Ernst Fehr (2015)
consider the results encouraging, especially in view of the issues often raised in the lab-to-field generalizability debate. A study (Mitchell, 2012) that had previously been added to this debate showed that correlations of lab-field effects were quite low in social psychology, one of BE's allied disciplines. Scholars are more interested in the ability to generalize between cultures of understanding created by behavioural economics. Savani et al. (2016) looks at the cultural context of judgment and decision-making
(JDM), especially areas of risk decision making, consistency choose preferences, allocate cause and effect and be optimistic. The authors urged the study identified specific cultural factors (values, rateds, self-understanding, diagrams, etc.) that could explain the findings in the JDM arena. Armin Falk and collaborators (2015) presented compelling evidence of multicultural change of the types of interests that behavioral economists regularly study: Risk preferences, timing of rewards (future versus present),
altruism, resave (positive and negative) and beliefs. Their data set includes a sample of 80,000 people from 76 countries who responded to the Behavior-Authenticed Global Interest Survey (GPS; see the European-sourced examples available in Figure 1). This gives a new reading of national and regional trends and shows, for example, that Nordic andAnglo-Saxon countries seem to be the most patient on the time preferences of rewards. These countries are also the most negative responses. Options often vary
more in countries than between countries. At the individual level, the relationship between interests and gender, age and cognitive abilities is also analyzed. The results show that worldwide there is a significant link between cognitive skills, risk preferences and patience, while relationships vary significantly between regional cultures. 15. Behavioral Economic Guide 2016 3 Figure 1: European Incentive Map originating from Falk et al. (2015). * Note: The classification on this map is for illustrating purposes only
(does not represent statistically meaningful differences) and is based on a sample of European countries covered by GPS data. The missing countries are Belgium, Denmark, Iceland, Ireland, Luxembourg and Norway in Western Europe; Albania, Belarus, Bulgaria, Latvia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Slovakia, and Slovenia in Eastern Europe and the Balkans. Two important articles on the ability to respond to experiments were published in the journal Science. The first of these tackles the discipline of psychology. A
large number of groups, led by Brian Nosek (Open Science Collaboration, 2015), have replicated 100 correlation and experimental studies previously published in the journal social, cognitive and general psychology. Less than 40% of initial studies report statistically meaningful results that can be replicated. Follow-up comments by Daniel Gilbert and colleagues (2016) identified some weaknesses in methodo method 16. Behavioral Economics Guide 2016 4 in this supers scientist study may have led to an
underestimation of the renewableness of psychological science. Regardless of its potential shortcomings, however, results should be caused for reflection. A second study by Colin Camerer et al. (2016), which investigated the ability to respond to 18 economic experiments, found a replication rate of about 60%-an acceptable result, according to the authors. So what is the problem with scaling rates? Of course, there is a possibility of problems with research integrity &amp; Ariely, 2015) or bias (Nuzzo, 2015), but
at its core the problem must be on methodotherm and statistics. In response to the findings of meta studies, Eric Luis Uhlmann, an economist at INSEAD (Bohannon, 2016), noted that it should not surprise or discourage a significant number of scientific findings on areas that prove difficult to replicate. Moreover, the conclusion should be based on multiple scaling efforts; After all, small samples are noisy and human populations are diverse. Richard Nisbett would agree. In a conversation with Edge.org (Nisbett,
2016), the social psychologist implies that it's the bigger picture that matters. Although sometimes an experiment may not reproduce due to differences in context, the theories are accepted based on many studies. The body of work on which they are based itself contains 'noise' partly in the form of replicated failure. Both Gilbert and his partner and Nisbett pointed to the nature of the population from which the samples were drawn as a source of difference in results. Variations in the cultural background,
demographics, and layout of the subject may be the main deciding factor of outcomes in behavior experiments. What does this problem mean for the flourishing' 'test and learn' approach, 'relentless experimentation' in applied behavioural science based on real-world experiments (see GUIDE BE 2015)? Field-to-field scaling should be just (or more) difficult. In fact, the experimental and learning approach is often aimed at investigating whether a theory developed in a laboratory can be used in a specific practical
context with a specific target population. In some cases, those target populations are diverse, and any changes in context will require a re-examination. It is tempting for athletes to think of these behavioral insights as a fitting size for all solutions. However, as indicated in Johnson and colleagues (2012; see BE Guide 2015), selected architects need environmental design that decides not only on the knowledge of the decision-making environment, but also on the characteristics of decision-making people. They
should know how the target population will make sense and process information, as well as what their goals are; older people, for example, can rely more on a system of thinking and advocating simpler choices (Hollingworth &amp; Barker, 2015). After moving How effective are nudges in the long run? The characteristics of the decision-makeer can not only affect the ability to respond to the selection environment, but can also play a role in determining whether an intervention leads to a long-term change in
behavior. While this is a less central factor for in-person decisions, such as applying for a pension, it is an important consideration in other areas, such as food choices. Consider your new job VanEpps and fellow researchers (in journalism) at Carnegie Mellon University. The team conducted fieldwork at cafes and investigated the relationship between time delays and meal content. In one of the Behavior economics guide 2016 5 experiments, employees at a large company are randomly specified to pre-order
(before 10 a.m.) or at lunchtime (after 11 a.m.). Those in the pre-order group ordered lunch on average 30 calories lower (about 5% of the lunch calorie content for this sample). Future longitudinal research could establish whether implementing a pre-order system would lead employees to make long-term dietary changes. Erin Frey and Todd Rogers (2014) present a useful framework that shows how effective treatment exists after the intervention has stopped. They define four paths: Habit formation (repetitive
and automated behavior), what or how people think (attitudes and beliefs), future costs (material resources, time, attention, self-control, or effort), and external consolidation (exposing people to settings or experiences , such as social situations, which enhance desired behavior). Frey and Rogers (page 174) use an energy-saving company (partnering with utilities to give customers feedback on their energy use) as an example of their framework (see Table 1). Critics of a nudging approach to behavior change have
noted that nudges can backfire (Mols et al., 2015; see more of my discussion in last year's bew guidance) or lead to long-term behavior only if the decision-makeer's attitude, knowledge, or beliefs are changed as well. For example, the use of social signals as a move to influence people's choices does not seem to have a lasting effect if social norms are not internalized. 18. Behavioral Economic Guidelines 2016 6 Define the path of four paths of perseverance How the path can contribute to energy-saving
perseverance Habit therapy creates a tendency to automatically repeat a specific behavior response, triggered by a stable context in which the behavior is performed. Home Energy Reports (HERs) can make people consciously turn off the lights when they leave the room; finally contextual hints (out of the room) automatically trigger behavior (turn off the lights). Changing the way or what people think permanent treatment changes a factor or what people think (e.g., beliefs, identities, explanations) it is
consequentiary consequences for targeted behavior. HERs can make people realize they are not energy efficient as they have believed, which reminds them to constantly look for conservation opportunities. HERs can change people's identity and make them come to see themselves as energy efficient people, which affects energy conservation in the future. HERs can make people explain a warm house in summer in a more positive way (I save energy), thereby reducing the intensity of their air conditioning use.
Changes in the cost of future treatment cause people to perform costliness of a future targeted behavior; treatment can reduce the cost of performing a target behavior, or increase the cost of not performing a target behavior. HERs can buyers of energy-saving equipment; this makes future energy savings require less effort and thought because it happens automatically. 19. Behavioral Economic Guidelines 2016 7 Define the path How paths can contribute to energy-saving perseverance External enhancement
treatment causes people to perform a behavior that then exposes them to ongoing external processes (including social processes) that they will not be exposed to other processes; external processes cause behavior changes to survive. HER can make people buy energy-saving devices at a discount, prompting people to be added to the marketing list for other energy-efficient products, which they can then buy and regularly remind them of the need to conserve energy. HERs can make people talk about energy
efficiency with their friends and family. Friends and family may then continue to ask what OPOWER customers are doing to conserve energy, prompting them to continue to reduce their energy use. Table 1: Four Paths of Perseverance (Frey & Rogers, 2014, p. 174) Gerd Gigerenzer (2015) wrote that while he did not want to argue against nudging per se, he did not oppose the liberal father's justification of nudging on the basis of people's unreasonableness. This justification blames the individual mind for social
problems, closes its eyes to organizations directing individual behavior so that they can take advantage of it, and it mistakenly suggests that a more sustainable solution, educating people, is a hopeless endeation (page 363). Regardless of the philosophical perspective that one chooses to adopt, it is clear that not all nudges and behaviors are created equal when it comes to long-term behavioral change. Daniel Mochon et al. (2015), for example, conducted a six-month study asking participants to commit to
increasing healthy grocery purchases by five percentage points. Failure to achieve this goal will be subject to a penalty of loss of food discount benefits. The experiment found improvements in healthy shopping, which persisted for another six months after the intervention. The study's authors argue that long periods of intervention may have contributed to good post-intervention results. In addition, compared to other areas of health behavior, such as exercise, the habit of buying food can be more automated and
rely less on constant self-control, which makes long-term change more likely. The degree of change in tolerance behavior is also a product of how movement is determined and applied. Understanding the science of behavior can and should be applied not only to the superficial aspects of decision-making architecture, but also to objects and interactive processes in decision-20. Behavior Economics Guide 2016 8, i.e. behavior design (e.g. Naumof, 2015). For example, automakers and insurers may go beyond
road safety moves how to use it in the behavior design of cars, leading to potentially more sustainable behavior changes, due to technological changes. Behavior design applies to the entire decision-making context to support action, including the product itself, users, the surrounding decision-making environment, and the action the user is taking (Wendel, 2013). This approach benefits from a broader conception of human behaviour and behavioural change, such as the interaction between natural and social
science approaches accepted by the UK's Behaviour design laboratory. The question of whether nudges or architectural design choices create long-term changes in behavior is essential for BE athletes in the public sector, especially in regulated markets such as financial services, where the BE principles have been (on behalf of) accepted. The depth of political commitment to BE in principle, rather than a practical one, remains open to question (see Shafir's opinion in the Financial Regulations section below).
Thecontinuingimpact of BE in the field of public policy is considered the next. Behavioural science and work policy The actual use of behavioural economics and related disciplines is increasingly evident in public policy. In this area, BE can help develop new policy tools, improve predictions about the impact of existing policies, and create new welfare impacts (Chetty, 2015). In September 2015, an event at the Brookings Institute discussed policy lessons from behavior economics in the areas of labor, taxation,
personal finance, and health. That same month, and a year after the founding of the Social and Behavior Science Group, President Obama signed an executive order on using the scientific understanding of behavior to better serve the American people. The team conducted a number of successful programs that encouraged behaviors from college admissions to two-sided printing. A more international initiative was launched by the World Bank, creating a new Global Understanding Initiative (GINI). Its mission is
to assist governments in adopting and testing behavioral insights, recognizing the complementary nature of traditional economic interventions and approaches to behavior in development-related issues. The World Bank has adopted a more informed cultural approach to BE. The leading economist in the bank's research department, Karla Hoff (World Bank, 2016), refers to this view as the Second Strand of Behavioural Economics. In Europe, the European Commission's consumer behavioural research
framework has created some interesting insights into areas such as food labels, online gambling and bank fees. A 2016 report by the European Commission's Joint Research Center provides an account of European behavior initiatives and makes recommendations for the future (Sousa Lourenço et al., 2016). Moreover, a new round EC-funded projects began in 2016 and will be implemented by several research partnerships, including one led by the London School of Economics. The UK's Behavioural Insights
Group (BIT), or Migration Unit, remains one of the leading organizations in policy- oriented behavioural research and application. Shortly after the publishing of be guide last year, David Halpern (2015), head of BIT, published book 21. Economic Behavior Guide 2016 9 Inside the Migration Unit. According to bits, its approach has saved millions of pounds on the UK's public purse and has improved the health, wealth and welfare of its citizens in the process. But their behavioural policies are limited, as The
Economist (2015) observes. A more important understanding of behavior in public policy suggests that this trend has promised to re-define the relationship between science, politics and citizens during an increasingly cynical period of public skepticism toward both, new public administration as well as evidence-based policy (Strassheim et al. , 2015, p. 251). From this perspective, applied behavior science, especially migration, can serve as a convenient shortcut to reviving evidence-based policies. A highly
anticipated recent event in the world of behavioural science and public policy is the 'Behavioural Exchange' conference held in London, which attracts well-known speakers and attendees from around the world. The most popular session of the conference was probably Daniel Kahneman (the psychologist who, along with Amos Tversky, helped shape BE) was interviewed by Richard Thaler (widely recognized economist as the father of BE). The interview mentions a diverse selection of topics (Kahneman, 2015).
Particular interest in athletes is one of its core topics, organizational decision-making. For consultants seeking to advise organizations on improving decision-making, implementing practical ideas often poses significant challenges and introducing changes is challenging. According to Kahneman, this is especially true if the change goes against established procedures and if the status, credibility or power of the parties involved is threatened. Kahneman argues that potential losers will fight a lot harder against
change than winners (loss of a badies). He advised experts facing the task of introducing changes to identify potential losers first and the resistance they may encounter. Kahneman also revealed his recent interest in noise issues. Contrary to bias, noise consists of a series of unsymticed deviations between independent decision-making people, such as those in an organization. In addition, noise is often not recognized, but it can be solved by breaking the problem into anddealingwiththem elements in a non-order
and independently. Debiasing Reducing Bias and Noise Is About Adding Structure to Decision Making recognize human shortcomings. The practice of reducing bias has been called debiasing. In the simplest terms, behavior interventions can be designed to the origin of biases in Visual System 1 by activating traditional debiasing, or by working with existing biases to eliminate other biases (anti-biases, as argued by Cristiano Codagnone and colleagues[2014] in an earlier edition of the Be Guide). Cognitive bias
modification techniques (CBM), for example, sometimes work with attention bias by retraining people's automated attention processes involving prominent emotional signals, such as alcohol among drinkers (Eberl et al. , 2013). Paul Dolan of the LSE recently launched such an online tool to help people reduce their alcohol consumption. The legal scholars Jolls and Sunstein (2004) define debiasing of reasonable actors bound to use intervention techniques and change situations that create reasonable behavior,
without acting on the level of motivation or effort that an actor brings to the task (page 16). People are asked to consider specific types of information or arguments designed for 22. 2016 BehaviorAl Economic Guidance 10 reduces bias. For example, those involved in a lawsuit may be asked to consider why the judge may decide against them, to reduce self-serving bias (perceptions of events that benefit the subject). To give another example provided by Gerd Gigerenzer (1996) in response to Kahneman and
Tversky (1996), people are less likely to express prejudices, such as over-confidence, under certain conditions, if they are given a frequency-related problem rather than probability. In their definition of debiasing, Jolls and Sunstein deliberately exclude practice related to external factors, such as financial incentives or sanctions. Racial bias, for example, can be addressed by creating financial penalties, but will this be effective against unconscious processes, especially in the long run? Take a definitely better
approach. Consider the work of Tinna Nielsen (2016), who helps organizations increase gender equality in the workplace. Nielsen's behavior-changing approach involves different types of 'nudges included', such as what the author calls felt necessary nudges that made people aware of their own prejudices. For example, a behavior change consultant can create a CV that is identical to different images, genders, and names. Key decision-make people are then asked to rate them and often find that their candidate
ratings are more influenced by gender, appearance or name than performance or capacity. The result is cognitive disagreement among managers that encourages reflection and behavior change. There has been a debate about human bodies in applied behavior science. Does nudging practice undermine it? Cass Sunstein (2015) has argued that it doesn't. Questions about the agency can also be applied to debiasing. When motivated people, they can debias themselves (e.g. Arlen &amp; Tontrup, 2013). In
science, problems with the ability to respond to studies have contributed to a growing call for and self-debiasing (see Table 2; Nuzzo, 2015). In addition, and taking the dining domain again, Brian Wansink and colleagues showed how signals varying from plate size (Wansink &amp; van Ittersum, 2006) to a waiter's BMI (Döring &amp; Wansink, in journalism) without consciously affecting the quantity and quality of how much people consume their mindless food-eating'. Just as recent trends such as 'food bowls'
(Baraniuk, 2016)may show that the way food is served can affect food appreciatia, health-conscious consumers can change their behavior by not only changing what they put into their stomachs, but also the way they eat. (Thiscan be helped by practice and philosophy such as mindfulness, which itself will be increasingly mainstream [Booth, 2015].) 23. Behavioural Economics Guide 2016 11 Table 2: Cognitive Prejudice and Technical Debiasing of Scientists (Nuzzo, 2015; Re-published with permission from
Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature News. doi:10.1038/526182a). 'Fast &amp; Frugal' vs. 'Heuristics &amp; Biases' Most of us will probably agree that bias is or may be a problem. The scientific realm of the investigation is that they themselves must be biased. A very common and systematic example is publishing bias - the study's selective report. The science of behavior is not immune to this problem (Gigerenzer, 2015). Bias is also evident in the history of human discrimination against certain social groups, for
example. It is difficult to argue against the usefulness of debiasing in the scientific, judicial system, or recruitment practice. However, the growing popularity of behavioural economics 24. The 2016 12th Behavioural Economic Guide may have led to an obsession with personal-level cognitive prejudice that explains deviations from a reasonable standard. Jason Collins (2015), who echoes Gerd Gigerenzer's key voice in the introduction of this Guide, compares a pattern focused on bias with ancient astronomy, in
which celestial bodies are believed to orbit The Earth and the apparent reverse motion of planets has been explained by adding small orbits in orbit (epicycles). If behavioural economics needs to resort to dozens or even hundreds of prejudices to explain human behavior (to be fair, most of them are from psychology, not BE), perhaps there is something wrong with its theoretical foundation. Is a focus on bias a useful model of psychology and human behavior? According to Laurie Santos and Alexandra Rosati
(2015), who provide an extensive assessment of economic decision-making in humans versus non-human prim priming species, many prejudices seem unreasonable from a 'reasonable choice' perspective that is justily from a biological or evolutionative point of view. Identifying prejudice depends on the problem laid out in the first place and its context, a problem is driven by Gerd Gigerenzer's 'quick and economical' perspective (see introducing this guide). Take, for example, heuristic recognition (conceptuically
similar to the availability of heuristic in the 'heuristics and biases' traditions of Kahneman and Tversky). Amid uncertainty, inevitably, the recognition of a product that is in correlation with quality and other information is not available, it is a good strategy for consumers to choose a product that s/ he recognizes. In the context that this correlation is low, and when other information about the product is available, recognition is not a good heuristic. Reasonable limits, in this view, are the result of the adaptation of our
organism to a world that does not provide perfect conditions for perfectly reasonable actors in the legal sense. Humans are ecologically reasonable, we have evolutioned to make decisions in opportunities and restrictions imposed by our environment and organisms. In her interview at 'Behavior Exchange' 2015, Kahneman encouraged people to consider an issue before having intuition about it rather than afterwards. Gigerenzer implies that sometimes we should let intuition come first. Is Gigerenzer's approach to
decision-making completely at odds with Kahneman and Tversky's 'mainstream' or 'mainstream' BE' focus on heuristics and prejudice? For some in applied behavior science, two perspectives can only be different sides of the same coin. An improved understanding of why and when certain types of decision-making processes are used, however, should be of great value to scholars and athletes alike. Implement time-related contexts, such as hospital emergency departments, where important decisions with
uncertain outcomes must be made quickly. Gigerenzer's work (Gigerenzer &amp; Kurzenhäuser, 2005) shows that understanding decision-making under these conditions, as well as working with a quick and economical approach, can improve classic vis-à-vis decision-making outcomes. 2 2 Even consumers facing uncertainty arising in complex decisions (either on processes or objects) can benefit from more intuitive decision-making. One study found that decisions about paintings, apartments and jelly were
less consistent when they were carefully discussed (Nordgren &amp; Dijksterhuis, 2009). The authors of this study show that sometimes discussion can be a distracting draw attention from the most relevant information, thereby reducing decision accuracy. 25. Behavioural Economics Guide 2016 13 Figure 2: A Fast and Economical Tree to Make Decisions On Macrolide Prescriptions (Fisher et al., 2002; an inquest from Marewski &amp; Gigerenzer, 2012). Fast and economical tree signals that top macrolide
treatment can be limited to people with community-infected pneumonia who have had a fever for more than two days and those older than three years. Research by Behavioral and Data Science Gigerenzer shows sometimes less. One of the most difficult recent questions on the minds of researchers, consultants and athletes concerns how the abundance of data is generated in our information society – the so-called 'data' - can be used to create insights. Last year's Be Guide discussed a 'test and learn' approach
in the use of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) as an alternative to big data analysis. But behavioral science and data science do not necessarily present conflicting views about behavior; they can also complement each other. (A 2016 conference on 'Behavioral Economics and Big Data' was devoted to this question.) I believe there are three ways that behavioral science and big data can work together. Firstly, they can generate insights from mixed method research. For example, Duke University's Center for
Behavioral Economics and Healthy Food Choice Research uses key data from field-based big data and secondary big data (e.g. scanners) in parallel, to generate insights. Second, behavioural science can inform hypotheses tested with (large) primary data. In doing so, data science involves not only sample detection, but also hypothetical testing through natural experiments or predictive analysis (Chang et al., 2014). As argued by Gerd Gigerenzer in this introductory section of the guide, researchers should
adopt a competitive hypothetical testing standard and apply predictions rather than 26 matching data. Guidelines for Economic Behavior 2016 14 approaches. Finally, big data (data science) can help improve migration or design behavior change initiatives through segmenting or targeting. Jim Guszcza (2015) reflected on this final point in a piece about what he called the last mile issue. The challenge, according to Guszcza, is to combine predictive data analysis (data science) and behavioural science. The
analysis model can be used to target or segment individual and migrate behavior, and then trigger desired behavior. Such an approach can be used with people who lack health insurance, for example, as Timothy Murphy (2016) suggests. Using data to divide people into low, medium, and high-effort segments will help policy makers allocate resources more efficiently and efficiently. Resource-intensive interventions requiring education and traditional economic incentives will be assigned to the high-effort segment
and low-cost support measures (such as defaults or committed equipment) will be used in the low-effort segment. Like many other technological innovations, commercial forces have been at the fore in data science advances. Turning real-world behavior into insights is nothing new in an increasingly data- based marketing world, whether it's understanding consumer shopping habits through supermarket loyal customer card programs or targeting people based on their online behavior. The following were called
behavior marketing, or behavior targeting. The intersection of marketing, data science and behavioural science has become more often reflected in the topics mentioned in conference on digital marketing and marketing analysis. The UK Market Research Association 's 2016 conference (MRS) questioned the role of technology in gathering insights from data and how to extract meaning slowly with increasing sources and volumes, and it also discusses whether there is a new era in which researchers act as 'data
managers'. The Consumer Behavior and Neurosc science Behavior Marketing Forum 2015 (the term 'behavior marketing' used here in a behavioural science rather than in the targeting sense) in New York shows that behavioral science in marketing currently has a my my myst mystical bedfellows and methodology. This includes 'System Measurement 1', illustrated by implicit and biometric attitude tests (e.g., facial reactions), as well as neurospical marketing that requires higher technology, such as methods
based on fMRI or EEG. The Journal of Marketing Research devoted a particular issue to neuroses in 2015. Two of the articles of the problem handle the obvious consumer preferences in product choice. The first of these studies (Telpaz et al., 2015) presents the first EEG 3 study to predict product selection without relying on consumer feedback. Their study recorded EEG data when consumers were viewing consumer goods in isolation. The predictive rate of result data for binary product options is 0.64 and
significantly higher than the opportunity. Electrocephalography measures - relatively inexpensive, compared to some other neuroscrystical techniques - eliminate the need to elicit preferences directly from consumers and thus avoid prejudices and interfere with the priceing process. 3 Electrocephalography, or electrocephalography, is a recording of brain activity. The test receives and records signals through small (usually non-invasive) sensors on the scalp. The signals represent fluctuations in current in the
brain. 27. Behavior Economics Guide 2016 15 EEG can also help predict movie box office revenue, as shown in a second study (Boksem &amp; Smidts, 2015). Researchers measured the brain activity of 32 participants who watched 18 film trailers. They also reviewed the films, claimed how much they were willing to pay for DVDs, and arranged the DVDs in descending order of interest. The results showed that the stated hobby alone was not a significant prediction of a film's box office performance (population
preferences). On the other side, electrocephalography data is a good predictive factor. Data shows that the more consumers participate in watching the trailer, the more popular the movie becomes. In neurosesthesics, binary options are an established method for measuring the processes of priceing in the brain. More specifically, scientists are trying to establish the link between priceing and selection through neural representatives. According to Krajbich and Dean (2015), there is growing evidence that similar
functional units in the brain are responsible for most economic choices. This means understanding the different types of interests that behavior economists are interested in, namely risk preferences, time and social preferences, which can be captured by the same neuro-economic model (Krajbich et al., 2014). In return, this implies that there may be a approach to decision-making, but it will certainly require a lot of work to bridge the disciplinary gap between neuro sciences and social sciences (Fitzgerald &amp;
Callard, 2015), and ultimately their practical applications. Nudging for the good and bad neuroscience of the growing ability to diaphth and predict economic behavior is interesting, but most athletes (and scholars) are probably still trying to come to terms with the behavioral impact from psychology and economics. Over the past few years, online content provides a list of guides for marketer who have become increasingly rich: 5 Principles of Economic Behavior That Marketer Can't Ignore, Marketer's Guide to
BehaviorAl Economics, 9 Ways Economic Behaviors Can Help Increase Transformation , retention and ROI and 8 marketing takeaways from Behavior Economics, just to name a few. The most popular marketing tools inspired by behavioural science tend to include well-established moves, such as social evidence or scarcity, along with prejudices related to loss (sponsorship effects, fear of missing out, etc.), framing, defaults , bait and anchor effects. Other favorites include the effect of expectations (e.g., price-
based) on perception and generally the effect of emotions on actions. These lists often address the issue of selection overload and the need to simplify choices, but (not surprisingly) examples of using behavior guidelines to help larger companies who help consumers. Obviously, however, it would be too simple to think about BE applied to marketing in black and white terms, since many initiatives are informed by scientific behavior ideas endeathing efforts to help companies by helping customers. Behavior
design, mentioned previously, can be used to improve goods and services through insight into behavior. Similarly, McKinsey consultants, have adopted their behavioural science framework to better understand customer journeys and enhance customer experience (Bhattacharjee et al., 2016). It is hoped that businesses that move customers into quick and dirty sales, without caring about the fundamentals (their products and customers), are unlikely to succeed in the long run. 28. Economic Behavior Guidelines
2016 16 There is an ongoing and important debate about the ethics of nudging in marketing. In a recent New York Times article, The Power of Nudges, for Good and Bad, Richard Thaler (2015) argued that the use of nudges should be guided by three principles. First, the move must be transparent and not misleading. Secondly, it will be easy to opt out of the move. Third, there should be good reason to believe that encouraging behaviour will improve the welfare of those who are nudged. Thaler used examples
from online newspaper registration and airline bookings to illustrate do not meet those principles. The new book (2015) by George Akerlof and Robert Shiller Phishing for Phools provides a pile of examples of manipulation deception in the economic system. (A review by The Economist [2015] calls the book thought-stimulating but laments the inaberableness of not being able to answer certain interesting questions, such as why scams occur in some areas but not in others, or what can be done to prevent it.)
Finance, Regulation and the Limits of Nudging Akerlof and Shiller's book offer a broader view of the phenomenon associated with the now common expression of 'ridiculous exuberance' in financial markets. Financial markets are the link of many applied behavioural science strands in both the public and private sectors. As a result, finance is of interest to a wide range of stakeholders, from corporate actors to private investors. According to Noah Smith (2015) at Bloomberg, finance seems to have embraced more
behavioral change than macroeconomics. He argues that researchers in finance are practical and interested primarily in the approach that works. Another reason mentioned by Smith relates to the meaning of 'behaviour' in finance. While BE represents the use of psychology to change patterns of economic behavior, financial behavior includes anything inconsistent with the effective market hypothesis (say you can only make a profit beating the market by taking additional risks). Financial behavior has embraced
psychology to some extent, Smith conjectures, but it's easier to show that standard financial theory doesn't provide evidence of the psychological mechanisms that create failure. Finance is a world full of complexity and uncertainty. Banks need to manage risks arising both internally (within their organizations) and externally (e.g., in natural, economic, and political environments). The second includes pressure around compliance and uncertainty about the direction and application of government regulations.
Behavior managers are now moving towards bias correction, although the actual (and intuitive) opposition to the implementation of this policy remains un answered (Miles, 2014). Internally, bias adjustments can help financial institutions increase employee performance. For external factors, bias correction also includes the bank's relationship with customers and regulatory authorities. In 2013, the Chief Executive of the UK's new Financial Conduct Office (FCA), Martin Wheatley, gave a talk at the London School
of Economics, explaining the new direction financial regulation is taking on the relationship between companies and consumers. Wheatley noted that, historically, regulation has been all about robot compliance- based on rules, processes and disclosures. Today, the FCA defines an important role for behavioral considerations throughout regulatory analysis (Iscenko et al., 2016). A core domain name covered by the FCA framework is consumer behavior 4. For the purpose of poor market performance, 4 A new
book by Fred van Raaij (2016) aimed at academics and policymakers provides a comprehensive review of consumer financial behavior terms of both different sectors (savings, credit, insurance, taxes, etc.) and psychological 29. FCA's 2016 Behavior Economics Guide 17 framework (see Table 3) identifies supply-side behavior and market structure, as well as other market distortions, along with four main drivers of consumer behavior (Iscenko et al., 2016, p. 21): Consumer Behavior Drivers of Poor Market
Outcomes (Finance) 1. Appropriate information about the product is not available or is not used by consumers 2. Difficulty in comparing products and services, and their value (e.g. due to complexity or bundles) 3. Behavioral or reasonable inererity in taking appropriate action (e.g. conversion) 4. Consumer Errors in Evaluating Their Own Long-Term Needs Table 3: Eleven Systematic Drivers of Poor Market Outcomes. Driving Group: Consumer Behavior (Iscenko et al., 2016). FCA currently has an internal
behavior science team that looks at issues such as auto-registration/renewal, disclosure of information and product complexity. The old area is the focus of a new report on auto-renewing insurance policies (Adams et al., 2015). In the UK, most home and car insurance policies automatically renew on an annual basis, at a price decided by the provider. While automatic renewal ensures that customers continue to be insured, there have been concerns that some consumers, especially the elderly and vulnerable,
pay higher prices if they do not actively switch or negotiate. The FCA conducted large-scale field trials examining the effects of different types of treatments in the form of reference prices (last year's premium), simpler language, information leaflets and reminders of consumer actionability. The results of the study showed limited differences between controlled conditions and treatment for most interventions. However, the disclosure of last year's home premiums along with the new premiums was associated with
an action rate 3.2 percentage points higher (conversion or negotiation) than the control group. For motor vehicle insurance, customers receiving this treatment increased shopping around 7.3 percentage points. Consumer inereriality may be a problem in some contexts of automatic renewal, but it has also been used for good in an anti-bias approach, namely automatic enrolling in pension plans. In general, financial institutions and regulatory bodies are more aware of psychological shortcomings in the explanation
of decision-making (prioritization of risk and time, self-regulation, loss abrasiment, etc.). VanRaaijalso discusses individual differences and the architecture of decisions affecting interests and outcomes in decision-making. 30. The 2016 18th Behavior Economics Guide must be welcomed, although there have also been critical voices, as evident in a New York Times article by Eduardo Porter (2016). The author points out that while the measures interventions such as automatic registration in retirement plans
effectively, they do not solve the basic problems. The prevalena of behavioural science in public policy to Eldar Shafir) is due not only to its useful understanding, but also political impermence and lack of money. Porter noted that nudging is not designed to increase society's wealth; Among the poorest stra classes of society, economic reality not only compromises mental bandwidth in decision-making (Mullainathan &amp; Shafir, 2013), they also mean there may not be enough money to be put into saving in the
first place, as a new study by Loibl, Jones, Haisley and Loewenstein (2016) suggests. Porter's argument is thought-provocion but certainly not devastating for advocates of applied behavioural science; instead, it reinforces the view that the role of behavioral interventions varies between problem areas, populations and decision-making conditions. Nudging is just one tool available to achieve change. and should be considered along with other approaches. Most importantly, behavior interventions must be checked
before implementation. Student Contributions in This Edition At the Heart of this year's Behavior Economics Guide is again articles written by behavioural science athletes from both sides of the Atlantic, which you can find in Part 2 of this publication (after Q&amp;; As with Richard Thaler and Varun Gauri). Two of these, by Crawford Hollingworth and Liz Barker, as well as by Richard Chataway and colleagues, provide very useful guidance for athletes who need to design behavior change initiatives. Other articles
provide valuable insights into some of the core BE ideas and applications, such as consumer preferences (Tim Gohmann et al.), consumer (brand) beliefs (Henry Stott) and behavioral risk (Roger Miles). Last but not least, there are contributions presenting patterns of behavior or framework and their applications by Gerhard Fehr and colleagues, as well as by Zoë Chance and Ravi Dhar. All of these articles are not only beyond behavior theory, but also share a view of the science of behavior that is many facetical
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published in Portuguese Guia de Economia Comportamental e Experimental There are many different definitions of behavior economics and what it consists of. What is yourpreferred definition? I watch behavior economics based on assumptions and realistic descriptions of human behavior. It is just economics with more explaining power because the model is more in line with the data. What do you think should be the role of behavioral and experimental economics in economic theory? Are there any particular
method issues economists should be interested in doing quality BE research? I don't think behavior economics requires any special tools or techniques. I like to call it proof-based economics. Let the data tell you what is happening, both in experimental work and in theoretical development. But economic behavior papers look a lot like any other kind of economics. No special tricks. You have done groundbreaking research on loss apathy, mental accounting and funding efficiency over the past 30 years. What is
the most important lesson you draw from your research in this area, and what do you see it leading in the future? I think the most important lesson to take from behavioural economics, and my research in particular, is that economists should be real social scientists and should pay attention to the world around them. I started my research on spiritual accounting just by watching and listening to my friends, including fellow economists, talk about how they think about money. As I described in my recent book
Misbehaving, I started a stream of spiritual accounting research by playing poker with my economic colleagues. I noticed that they played differently depending on whether they wereahead or behind in the game that evening, despite the fact that the stakes were quite small compared to their income or wealth. The insights gained were then used to provide an explanation of the equity premium puzzle, i.e., the experimental fact that stocks were outperforming bonds by a seemingly excessive amount. Similar ideas
can be used to understand why volumes dry up when the housing market goes down. So watching behaviors in small can help you understand behavior in large. 36. Behavior Economics Guide 2016 24 In a recent review of misconduct in the journal Regulations, economist David Henderson argues that you often win debates about the value of behavioural economics. Do you think that behavioral economics in the profession or still important resistance points need to be overcome? I think most economists under
the age of 40 don't view behavioural economics as controversial. The resistance came from older economists of my generation. I wouldn't say we won, but I would say that many of the best young economists in the world are dedicing some of their research energy to approaching behavior. What are the limitations of the behavioural approach to government? Do you believe that the recent Executive Order published by the White House (September 15, 2015) will affect public policies designed in the United States?
Of course it's too early to say what The long-term impact president Obama's executive order will have, but in Britain, where the behavior-savvy group has been up and running for more than five years, there is clear evidence that results from their tests are affecting policy. I hope for the same in the United States, but that of course will depend on who the next president is and the make-up of Congress. This is too bad because our approach should be appealing to both sides. David Cameron is a Conservative and
Obama is a Democrat and both have embraced behavioural science. The same is true in a variety of countries around the world. So I hope. What is a good move in your view? What are the main sources of opposition you have encountered since your bestselling book Nudge (2008), co-authored with Cass Sunstein, was published? Do people see nude photos where they don't exist? The most frequent criticisms are based on misunderstandings about our approach. People forget that we describe our policy as
liberal fatherhood. We try to come up with policies in which people can ignore or opt out of any move at little or no cost, ideally one click away. However, we are accused of wanting to tell people what to do. I view the move as similar to GPS. When people use GPS, they enter their own desired destination and are free to override the app's directions, but they get lost less often. That would also be true with well-designed moves. They will help people achieve their own goals. We have also been accused of trying to
manipulate people but we insist that all nudges are transparent. Are the signs prompting londoners to look right for on-coming traffic manipulation or helpful reminders? As one of the founders of behavior economics and behavior finance, how would you describe the challenges, failures, and successes you've experienced along the way? Will youhaveanyspecialadvice for scholars and athletes working in countries where BE has not been widely recognized? Financial behavior was greeted with much skepticism in
the early days because people only knew that the market was effective. We can only infiltrate by conducting debates based on experimental events. The events are now quite well known and not all controversial. Now we are left to argue about the explanation of those facts. Theoretical progress is also important, but when it comes to new approaches, it seems that we must start with data and especially with anolyses. That's the way to get the attention of the profession. 37. Behavioral Economics Guide 2016 25
Q&amp;A with Varun Gauri * Varun Gauri as Head of Global Understanding Initiative (GINI) and Senior Economist with World Bank Development Research Group * Originally published Portuguese in Guia de Economia Comportamental e Em experimental behavior economics has recently begun to inspire theory as well as economic practice and development policy. According to you, the main reasons why need a policy to develop notification behavior? Public policymakers often subside or reduce costs for
activities that the administration wants to encourage and increase the costs of those who are encouraged. Underlying this approach is the notion that human behavior arises from choices in which individuals take account of all relevant information and incentives, and carefully calculate costs and benefits for themselves. That approach has proven very powerful. At the same time, assuming that individuals are consistent and exclusive to maximize their own interests, and use all the information available in doing so,
has proven less useful in other areas. Important development challenges, including increasing social inclusion, improving productivity, improving sanitation practice, strengthening institutions and promoting energy conservation, have proven difficult in many places. Successfully confronting these issues may also require the use of policies based on alternative assumptions about what drives human behavior. Why do you think this field of research [BE] and its experimental applications have gained momentum over
the years? How sophisticated have behavioural economics and other experimental methods entered the field of development economics? In the field of economics, the current view has been that a relevant analytical account of decision-making does not need to be, and probably cannot be, accurately described. At least since economist Milton Friedman's 1953 essay, Positive Economic Methods, most economists have believed that analyzing and explaining human decision-making as if people knew the cost and
demand functions involved was a method outlook that had the power to predict no opponents in terms of scope and accuracy although it is clear that entrepreneurs do not actually and literally solve the system of equations at the same time that economists model them for deployment. Friedman has suggested that competition and expertise lead people to make choices that are consistent with the predictions of mathematical economics; His examples are entrepreneurs in the competitive market and expert
billiards players. Gary Becker extends his approach to a much wider non-market sector in which people's decisions about whether to marry or not, commit to marriage.
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